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1. INTRODUCTION
The Wilson polynomials and the continuous dual Hahn polynomials are
orthogonal polynomials in a single variable, the weight function for each of
which is given by the product of the gamma functions and each of which
can be considered as a generalization of the Jacobi polynomials [3, 23].
Integrals of the product of the gamma functions are called Barnes type
integrals [4]. Multidimensional generalizations of Barnes type integrals
have appeared recently in several new topics in mathematics and physics, a
finite-difference version of the de Rham theory [22], the form factors in
integrable quantum field theory [9, 12], and the correlation functions of
integral lattice models [8].
On the other hand, Aomoto [1] found that the Jacobi polynomials are
represented by Selberg type integrals. The Selberg type integrals are
multidimensional generalizations of the Euler integral of the beta func-
tion. If we consider that the Wilson polynomials and the continuous dual
Hahn polynomials generalize the Jacobi polynomials [3] and that the Euler
integral is a specialization of a Barnes type integral [2], it is natural to
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expect that Wilson polynomials and continuous dual Hahn polynomials
should be represented in terms of multidimensional generalizations of
Barnes type integrals. The aim of this paper is to give such representa-
tions.
The following are known as related works for orthogonal polynomials in
a single variable: the little q-Jacobi polynomials are represented by the
Selberg type integral with the Jackson measure in [16]; the Meixner-Pol-
laczek polynomials and the continuous Hahn polynomials, both of which
are specialization of the Wilson polynomials, are represented by the
multidimensional generalization of the Barnes type integral in [17, 18],
respectively. A generalization to the Askey-Wilson polynomials will be
given in a separate publication [19].
2. WILSON POLYNOMIALS AND CONTINUOUS DUAL
HAHN POLYNOMIALS
The Wilson polynomials are orthogonal polynomials defined by
J¥,,(z2;a,b,c,d)
= (a + b)n(a + c)n(a + d)n
X F [ - n , n + a + b + c + d - 1, a + iz . a - iz , 1] (2.1)
4 3 a + b , a + c, a + d ' ,
where i = ~ is the imaginary unit, (a)n expresses the shifted factorial
flo,; i s; n _ /a + j), and 4F3 is a generalized hypergeometric series,
Their orthogonality relation is
1 YO
-1 Tv,,(t 2)Tv,n(t 2)
27T 0
I
f( a + it) f( b + it) f( c + it) f( d + it) 12 _
X ( .) dt-D, m=l=n,r 2lt
= {f( n + a + b) I'( n + a + c) I'( n + a + d)
·f(n + b + c)f(n + b + d)f(n + c + d)n!
.[r (2 n + a + b + c + d) (n + a + b + c + d - 1)n] -I}, m = n ,
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for Re(a, b, c, d) > o. The finite-difference equation satisfied by the Wil-
son polynomials is
[D,;v - n(n + a + b + c + d - 1)]J¥,,(z2) = 0,
(a + iz)(b + iz)(c + iz)(d + iz) ".
D W = (e c7/ 1 ri Z _ l )
z 2iz(1 + 2iz)
(a - iz)(b - iz)(c - iz)(d - iz) .
+ (e-cJ/lcJZ_l)
-2iz(1 - 2iz) ,
where ec7/icJZf(z) = fez + i-I).
The continuous dual Hahn polynomials are defined by
S ( 2. b ) ( b) ( ) F [ - n, a + iz, a - iz , 1]n z , a, ,c = a + n a + C n 3 2 b "
a+ ,a+c
where 3F2 is a generalized hypergeometric series
Their orthogonality relation is
(2.2)
(2.3)
_1 jYO 2 21 f(a + it)f(b + it)f(c + it) 12 _
Sn(t )SmCt ) ( .) dt-O, m v n .27T" 0 r 2it
= f(n + a + b)f(n + a + c)f(n + b + c)n!, m = n .
for Re(a, b, c) > o. The finite-difference equation satisfied by the continu-
ous dual Hahn polynomials is
[D~dH - n]Sn(z2) = 0,
(a + iz)(b + iz)(c + iz) .D cdH = (ecJ/lcJZ - 1)
Z 2iz(1 + 2iz)
(a - iz)(b - iz)(c - iz) "
+ (e-cJ/lc7Z_1).
-2iz(1 - 2iz)
(2.4)
It is known that the Wilson polynomials and the continuous dual Hahn
polynomials reduce to the Jacobi polynomials by some limiting procedure.
In this sense, the Wilson polynomials and the continuous dual Hahn
polynomials generalize the Jacobi polynomials. We refer the reader to
[3, 10] for the hierarchy of orthogonal polynomials in one variable.
x n n
i s k cl s n Ek' El~ ± 1
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3. MAIN RESULTS
We introduce the functions
n TIl" "';4f(a" +xk)f(a, -Xk)<pW(x) =
l"k"n f(2xk)f( -2xk)
fCA + ckXk + c,X,)
f( ckXk + c,X,»)
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x n n
ss.k c l s;n Ek' EI~ ± 1
n
l,;k,;n
TIl ,; ,' ,;3f( as +xk)f(a" -Xk)
f(2xk)f( -2xk)
f('\ + ckXk + c,X,)
I'( ckXk + c,X,)
for Re(a l , az, a3 ) > 0 and ,\ > O. The superscripts Wand cdH correspond
to the cases of the Wilson and the continuous dual Hahn polynomials,
respectively. It is noteworthy that both <pW(x) and <pcdH(X) respect the
permutation x j ~ xk and the change of sign xi ~ -xj . This invariance
corresponds to the Weyl group of type En' and this symmetry plays a
crucial role in the present argument.
It is known [6, 7] that
rix rioo WJ, ... J, <p (x)dx l ... dx;
o 0
is equal to
n f(j'\)TI 1<k<' <4r(ak + a, + (j - 1)'\)(27Ti) n! n (- - .)' (3.1)
l,;j,;n f(,\)f al + az + a3 + a4 + (n + ) - 2),\
and that
is equal to
n f(j'\)TI 1<k<' <3r(ak + a, + (j - 1)'\)(27Ti) n! n (- - .). (3.2)
l,;j,;n f(,\)f al + az + a3 + (n + ) - 2),\
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From the viewpoint of the de Rham theory, our interest is in the study of
functions in z expressed by
1;00 1;00 w.. , f(z,x)<f> (x)dx j .. , dx",o 0
and
1;00 1;x dH.. , f(z,x)<f>C (x)dx j .. ' dx",o 0
where fez, x) is invariant with respect to the permutation of X j , ... , x" and
the change of the sign x j ~ -xj '
In the present paper, we consider the special case
in which case we obtain the following.
THEOREM 1.
1;00 1;00 TI (Z Z) w /1;00 1;x w.. , z-xk<f> (x)dxj' ..dx; .. , <f>(x)dxj'''dx"o 0 j:O:k:O:" 0 0
TI TI j <s =,, 4( a j + a\ + (j - .1)A)
Lj:o:n (a j + az + a3 + a4 + (n + ) - 2) A)
([a j +az + a3 + a4]jA +n - 1)"
X Tv,,( (zliA)z; ajlA,azlA, a31A,a41A).
Here J¥,,(ZZ) is the Wilson polynomial defined by (2,1).
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THEOREM 2.
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= A2"S,,(Cz/iA/: ai/A, a2/A, a3/A).
Here S,,(Z2) is the continuous dual Hahn polynomial defined by (2.3).
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS
In this section, we use the symbols < )w and < )cdH defined by
l
iOO lioo W<'P(x)w = ... 'P(x)<p (x) dx, ... dx;
o 0
and
for the sake of brevity.
To reach our Theorem 1, it is enough to show the finite-difference
equation
[D;V-nA(al+a2+a3+a4+(n-1)A)]/ n (z2- xn) =0,
\l<;k<;" W
(a l + z)(a 2 + z)(a 3 + z)(a 4 + z) .DW = (e Ac7 / ri Z _ 1) (4.1)
Z 2Z(A + 2z)
+ (a l - z)(a 2 - z)(a3 - z)(a4 - z) (e-Ac7/c7Z _ 1),
-2Z(A-2z)
which implies, by noting (2.2), that
\ Il (Z2 - xn)
l<;k<;" w
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because the constant C of the equality
( TI (Z2 - x%))
1<:;k<:;n w
~ C'F'l-n, a, + a~,::a~,+:: : a~ -a:'~' a,:z;1j
is determined to be
TI ITl<S="4(al+aS+(j-.l)A) ,(l)w X
l<:;j<:;n (a 1 +a 2 +a3 +a4 + (n +] - 2)A)
by comparing the coefficients of z?",
As for Theorem 2, in the same way, we show the finite-difference
equation
[D~dH-nA]( TI (Z2_ X%) ) =0,
1 <k s.n cdH
~ (a + z)(b + z)(c + z)D cdH = (eAd/cJZ_l)
z 2z(A + 2z)
(a - z)(b - z)(c - z)
+ (e-AcJ/dZ - 1).
- 2z(A - 2z)
( 4.2)
In what follows, we concentrate on deriving the finite-difference equa-
tions (4.1) and (4.2).
First, since
(eA d / d Z _ l ) TI (Z2_ X %)
1 <:;k<:;n
TI ((z + A)2 -xO - TI (Z2 -x%)
1<:;k<:;n 1 <:;k<:;n
TI {(A2 + 2 AZ) + Z 2 - Xn- TI (Z 2 - x%)
l~k~n l~k~n
L (A2 + 2Az)le
n
_ l(z2 -X2),
ss.l s:n
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D;' n (Z2 -X1)
lsksn
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,.\ {(a l+Z) ... (a 4+Z) ,
= - L (,.\2 + ZAz)
2 OsZsn-1 Z
+ (a l -z)···(a4 -Z) (,.\2 _ ZAZ)'}e
n_ I_,(Z2
-X2)
-Z
= ,.\ OSZE-I [(a l + Z) .~. (a 4 + Z) (,.\2 + 2,.\z)'Leven
X e
n
_ I_,(Z2 -X2)
and
D~dH n (Z2 - X1)
lsksn
,.\ {(a l+Z) ... (a 3+Z) ,
= - L (,.\2 + ZAz)
2 OsZsn-1 Z
(a l-z)"'(a3-z)(\2_2\ )'} (2_ 2)+ Il IlZ en - l - , Z x
-Z
=,.\ OSZE-I [(a l + Z) .~. (a 3 + Z) (,.\2 + 2Az)'Leven
X e
n
_ I_,(z2 -x2).
Here e/x l , ... , X n) = L I < I < ... < I < nXI ••• XI is the kth elementary
- 1 k - 1 k
symmetric polynomial, ek(z2 - x 2) expresses e/z2 - x~, ... , Z2 - xD for
brevity, and [fez )]z even = -Hf(z) + f( - zl] is the even part of the function
f(z ).
Therefore, the finite-difference equations (4.0 and (4.2) are equivalent
to
O:O:ZE_I[(a l +z).~.(a4 +z) (,.\2 + ZAZ)'Leven(en- I_,(z2 -x2))w
= n(a l + ... +a4 + (n - 1)"\)(en(z2 -x2))w (4.3)
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[
( al + z ) ... (a3+z) 2 I] 2 2L z (A + 2Az) (en_I_/(Z -x ))CdH
o<; I <; n - I z; even
respectively.
On the other hand, we obtain
LEMMA 1. (I)
( 4.4)
(2)
Proof Since
and
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we have
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=xjl n (a,. +X I) n
l~s~4 2~k~n
and
(A -XI)2 -X%<t>W(X))
X~ - x%
(A+X I)2_ X%
2 2 <t>W(X)
Xl - X k
=xjl n (as +XI) n
l~s~3 2~k~n
which imply, respectively,
( A - X ) 2 _ x 2 )
I k <t>cdH ( X)
X~ - X%
( A + X )2 - x 2
I k fficdH ( )
2 2 'to' X,
XI -Xk
and
The invariance of <t>W(x) and <t>cdH(X) with respect to the change of the
sign XI ~ -XI leads to the desired equalities. I
As is shown in what follows, the equations (1) and (2) of Lemma 1 are
equivalent to (4.3) and (4.4), respectively.
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where
qlJW = [Z-1 6(as + z}: (ZAz + ,\2)/] .
s-l z; even
(2)
= Itq"l""H( e,- ,(z' - x')) ""H - (e"( z' - x'»)""H' I ~ 0,
-C0/)CdH ( e n _ 1_ 1( z 2 -X 2))CdH' I;::: 1,
n
where
qlJ cdH = [Z-1 6(a, + z) . (2'\z + ,\2)/] .
s-l z : even
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Proof (1) Set
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" C(l)W(Z2 _ X 2 )mL.J m l'
Os2ms/+3
( 4.5)
for I = 0, 1, 2, ... .n - 1.
Then we have
qO)W = -(al + ... +a4), and ql)W = 2A.
The invariance of <t>W(x) for x j ~ -xj induces the fact that the integral
< )w depends only on the even degree of x/so Noting this fact and using
the expansion (4.5), we will derive the desired equalities.
For I = 0, since
[
X - I TI4 (a + X)]. = C(O)W + C(O)W(Z2 - x 2 )
I s I ° I I '
s=l xl: even
we obtain
(Lt (Z2 -xn ·xl l lIt (a, +x I ) t
= ( TI (z2 - x1){qO)W + qO)W ( Z 2 - Xn})
Z~k~n W
= qO)W ( TI (Z Z - xn) + qO)W ( TI (Z 2 - Xn) .
Zsksn W i s.k s:n W
The equality
from the invariance of <t>W(x) with respect to the permutation x j ~ x k
gives the desired relation.
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For the cases of 1 = 1 and 1~ 2, we first note the following relation for
1 ~ 1.
( 2 2r I )Z -x
(X 2 _ X2 ) •••1(X 2 _ X2 )
I k, I k; W
(
( 2 2)m-1 )
= n - 1 n ( 2 _ 2). Z - XI
( 1 ) lsksn Z »: (xl -xD ..· (xl -X[+I) w
= (O(~ _1)~/ n (Z2 -xn) ,
1 1+ 1 \Lksn W
This follows from
ifl::o:;m::o:;/,
ifm=I+1.
( 4.6)
L
Isjsl+ I n (x; -xl)
lsssl+1
s *j
{
0,
1,
ifO::o:;p::o:;/-l,
if P = I,
which is given by substituting Z2 - xJ into Yj in (4.10 of Lemma 3 below.
Note also the relation
This follows from
n (Z2 -x;)
Isssn
s *j
L L (X 2_X2)"'(X2_X 2 ) =en _ I_I(z2_ x2),
t s i s:» I<k,<'" <k. s:n J k, J k ,
k;*j
which is given by substituting Z2 - xJ into Yj in (4.12) of Lemma 4 below.
By (4.6) and (4.7), indeed, we derive the desired relations for 1 = 1 and
1 ~ 2.
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For I = 1, since
2
= C(l)W + C(1)W(Z2 _ X 2) + C(1)W(Z2 - x 2 )
a 1 1 2 1 '
we have
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/ n (Z2 -x1) 'xi 1 n (a,. +x1) · (2Ax 1 + A2) . L 2 1 2)
\Z<;k<;n 1<;5<;4 sc k c n Xl - X k W
= CLt (Z2 -x1){q1)W + Ci1)W(Z2 -xD
+q1)W(Z2- xD2} L 2 1 2)
l<k<;n Xl - X k W
Here the first term is
from (4.7), the second term is zero and the third term is
from (4.6). Henceforth, for I = 1, we reach the desired relation.
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For I ~ 2, we have
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X (2Ax 1 + ,.\2)1 L
l<k j< ... <k i-:n
x L
l<k j<'" <k. s:n
Here the first term is
from (4.7), and any other terms are zero from (4.6). Henceforce, for I ~ 2,
we reach the desired relation. This completes the proof of (1) of Lemma 2.
(2) We follow a path similar to that for (1). If we set
L C~)CdH(Z2 -x~(,
Os2ms/+2
for 0 :::; I :::; n - 1, we have
ql)cdH = l 6(a, + z)· (2,.\z + ,.\2)1]
s-1 z;even
and qO) cdH = - 1.
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For l = 0, the invariance of <l>cdH(X) shows
(:J:L (Z2 -xn 'xi l I,[L (a,. +xI)t
= (:<::~L (Z2 - x%){C60)CdH + qO)CdH(Z2 - xf)} )CdH
= qO)CdH\ n (Z2 -xn) + qO)CdH\ n (Z2 -xn)
Z:<::k:<::n cdH l:<::k:<::n cdH
which is the desired relation.
For l ~ 1, we use the equations, for 1 :s; m :s; i.
(
( 2 2)m-1 )Z -xn (Z2 - Xn L 2 2 I 2 2 = 0,
l:<::k:<::n l<k < ... <k <n (Xl - x k ) .. • (Xl - Xk)
'Z- 1 I cdH
( 4.8)
and
( 4.9)
which are derived in the same way as (4.6) and (4.7). Application of the
formulas (4.8) and (4.9) leads to the desired relation. This completes the
proof of (2) of Lemma 2. I
We arrive at the stage of combining the formulas to give (4.3) and (4.4).
Substitute the expansion
(A + X I ) 2 - X % (2 Ax I + A2 )Tl 2 2 = Tl 1+ 2 2
Z:<::k:<::n Xl - X k 2:<::k:<::n Xl - X k
n-l
= 1 + L (2Ax I + A2 ) '
l~l
x L
l<k,< ... <k. s:n
(4.10)
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into the equality (1) of Lemma 1 and use (0 of Lemma 2. It leads to the
desired equation (4.3).
Similarly, the equality (2) of Lemma 1 and the formula (2) of Lemma 2
lead to (4.4).
What remains is to prove Lemma 3 and Lemma 4.
LEMMA 3.
yj
TI (Yj - Yk)
l:o:k:O:n
k.v-]
o ::0:; I ::0:; n - 2,
l=n-l. (4.11)
Proof The left-hand side of (4.10 can be expressed by means of the
integral
where the contour C encircles the origin in the counterclockwise direction
so that all poles Yl' ... ' Yn are inside the contour. Moreover, by using
power series expansions, we have
1 (Y )m 1 (Y )m nL _.jx 1- n --.!.. ••• c: dy
27Tl C X X
ml,···,mn;:::::O
... Y,';",
O::o:;I::o:;n-2,
l;:::n-l.
Hence we reach the desired relations. I
LEMMA 4. For I = 0, ... , n - 1, we have
whereYkj designates Yk - Yj·
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Proof The left-hand side of (4.12) is equal to
Yl ••• Yk, ••• Y n
Yk j ••• Yk, ••• Yk t+ j+ ---'------'-------'-- + ... +
Yk[k,Yk,k, ••• Yk/+ .k, Ykkjk/+ [
The second equality in (4.13) is obtained by
357
... YI )
••• Yk/k/+ 1
(4.13)
-1v.,
n (Y;,1
l:o:p:o:/+l
P'1'S
which is from Lemma 3. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. I
This completes the proof of our theorems.
5. FINAL COMMENT
It is known [3] that the Askey-Wilson polynomials are q-analogues of
the Wilson polynomials and the most general orthogonal polynomials in a
single variable. Integral representations for the Askey-Wilson polynomials
in the present context will be studied in [19].
On the other hand, our work should be generalized to the cases of
multivariable polynomials; the multivariable Wilson polynomials and the
multivariable continuous (dual) Hahn polynomials, studied by van Diejen
[5]. Considering the cases of Jack symmetric polynomials [20], it is conjec-
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tured that when
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the integrals
f(z,x) TI TI (zl-x%)
s s l s.m lsksn
and
f ix fix W... fez, x)<f> (x) dx; ... dx;o 0
fiX fix dH... fez, x)<f>c (x) dx, ... dx;
o 0
represent the multivariable Wilson polynomials and the multivariable
continuous dual Hahn polynomials parametrized by the rectangular Young
diagram (n m ) , respectively. Moreover, generalization to the case of the
Macdonald polynomials [12, 13] or the Koornwinder-Macdonald polyno-
mials [11] is also expected.
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